Simulation modeling of ligand receptor interactions at non-equilibrium conditions: processing of noisy inputs by ionotropic receptors.
The first event in signal transduction at a synapse is the binding of transmitters to receptors. Because of rapidly changing transmitter levels this binding is unlikely to occur at equilibrium. We describe a mathematical approach that models complex receptor interactions in which the timing and amplitude of transmitter release are noisy. We show that exact solutions for simple bimolecular interactions and receptor transitions can be used to model complex reaction schemes by expressing them in sets of difference equations. Results from the difference equation method to describe binding and channel opening at extended time points compare well with standard solutions using ordinary differential equations. Because it is applicable to noisy systems we used the difference method to investigate the information processing capabilities of GABA receptors and predict how pharmacological agents may modify these properties. As previously demonstrated, the response to a single pulse of GABA is prolonged through entry into a desensitized state. During trains of stimuli the signal to noise ratio can change, and even increase progressively, but the overall transmitted fidelity of the signal decreases with increased driving frequency. The GABA modulator chlorpromazine (primarily affects agonist on and off rates) is predicated to increase receptor signal to noise ratio at all frequencies whereas pregnenolone sulfate (affects receptor desensitization) completely inhibits information transfer.